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On a clear July morning in 2016, 58-year-old grandmother Judy Madere, her twin sister Trudy,
her daughter Carrie and Carrie’s children — seven-year-old Trinity and four-year-old Jaxson —
were traveling in Carrie’s SUV on Alabama’s U.S. 80, returning to Louisiana after visiting
relatives. A large Schnitzer Steel Industries truck pulling scrap metal was traveling on the
opposite side of the road when it crossed the center line and smashed head-on, at highway speed,
into the SUV. Never breaking as the driver was apparently asleep, the truck hit the car with the
force of half a million pounds.1 Trudy, Carrie and the children were all instantly killed. Judy
lived for only a short time, struggling for life in that car surrounded by her dead daughter,
grandchildren and twin sister.
The fatigued truck driver, Kenneth Cathey, was charged with five counts of criminally negligent
homicide. Turns out Schnitzer had asked him to drive despite his long record of unsafe driving
for the company, including prior crashes (which is one of the strongest predictors for future
crashes2). In fact, in the previous three years, Cathey had four serious wrecks, not to mention
numerous traffic and Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulation violations.3 The company had
already settled a lawsuit after Cathey’s near fatal crash three years earlier, while keeping him
driving and taking no corrective training or safety steps in violation of its own company rules
and safety regulations. In other words, for Schnitzer, the settlement was a mere cost of doing
business. Nothing was remedied.
This story reflects a number of themes explored in this report. First, the crash, which killed three
generations of family members, is the nightmare scenario we all fear when it comes to sharing
the road with large trucks. The trucking industry’s own studies show that crashes are increasing4
while government oversight is weakening.5 Surveys show that most people have real safety
concerns driving past large commercial trucks because of their size, their blind spots and other
visibility restrictions and their tendency to drift out of their lane.6 But safety concerns would
undoubtedly grow if the public were aware of the extent to which trucking companies are
knowingly disregarding public safety, as in this case, and using their economic clout to weaken
critical safety standards. This leads to the second point.
Sometimes lawsuits, which are extremely rare following truck crashes (less than 2% of trucking
insurance claims turn into lawsuits7), and large jury verdicts, which are rarer still, are necessary

to get a bad company’s attention and sometimes to alert an entire industry. Prior incidents and
lawsuits against Schnitzer obviously had not worked. While the trucking company responsible
for hiring Kenneth Cathey, Schnitzer Southeast, admitted liability, publicly-traded Schnitzer
Steel Industries — which operated as a joint venture with Schnitzer Southeast and controlled it8
— denied responsibility. This forced remaining family members to sue. On August 23, 2019, a
Georgia jury rendered its verdict: $280 million, which included $30 million for Judy’s pain and
suffering and $100 million in punitive damages. Clearly, this local jury was trying to send a
message to the company and to the industry: Reckless disregard for public safety will not be
tolerated in their community. Rendering verdicts after hearing both sides of a case is the jury’s
role. Awarding punitive damages in cases of egregious misconduct is also their long-standing
role, “to serve as a means for punishing the defendant and deterring others from committing
similar actions.”9 This leads to the third theme of this study.
Four decades ago, corporate PR operations and “tort reform” groups10 created the trope of the
“out of control,” irrational or “runaway” jury verdict (today referred to as “nuclear verdict”). In
the early 2000s, there was much grumbling within the “tort reform” community about large
verdicts against tobacco and pharmaceutical companies.11 In the 1980s and 1990s, the complaints
were about other kinds of cases.12 Sometimes, their complaints were about cases that never even
existed.13 As explained by authors William Haltom and Michael McCann in their 2004
book, Distorting the Law: Politics, Media and the Litigation Crisis, the “tort reform”
community’s playbook is always the same14:
● Point to some extraordinary occurrence – some exaggerated or fabricated “horror story” –
to symbolize what is “ordinary” about the tort system.
● Discuss the outcome of the case in a way to violate notions of common sense.
● Highlight large compensatory and punitive awards with exaggerated frequency.
● Ignore any post-trial discussion, where the majority of verdicts are reduced or never paid.
In this case, for example, Georgia lawmakers had already largely stripped juries of their power to
award punitive damages (irrespective of any verdict) when they capped them at $250,000, a fact
rarely if ever mentioned in coverage of the case. Thus an observer, whose only knowledge of
litigation is gleaned from industry articles and reports, would wrongly believe that the trucking
industry — or the nation as a whole — is being besieged by runaway juries dolling out “nuclear
verdicts” to plaintiffs regardless of the merits of a case.
Take the telling of the Madere case by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s “tort reform” branch in
its new report on so-called “nuclear verdicts.” Here’s how the organization describes the case15:
[I]n August 2019, a Muscogee County [GA] jury returned a $280 million verdict against
a trucking company in just 45 minutes. The plaintiffs claimed the driver, who swerved
across the center lane, fell asleep at the wheel, while his employer claimed the driver
swerved to avoid a dog on the road. Whatever the cause, the amount of wrongful death
damages awarded can only be viewed as extraordinary: $150 million for economic
damages, $30 million for pain and suffering, and $100 million in punitive damages.
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It’s a callous and cynical description. It omits mention of a single victim let alone five victims,
including two children, or their gruesome deaths. There is no mention of the driver’s unsafe
driving history, or the company’s decision to keep putting him on the road despite several earlier
crashes and numerous violations, or its settling of an earlier near fatal case with no change in
safety practices. On the other hand, the Chamber somehow found it important to mention the
company’s “dog” defense, which was disproven in court.
Also omitted is what trucking industry attorneys actually believe about verdicts like this: They
are entirely of the industry’s own making. A recent report on “nuclear verdicts” from the
industry’s research arm, the American Transportation Research Institute (ATRI), made the
obvious point16:
Pre-Crash Actions by Motor Carriers are Critical
● Both attorney bars emphasized that crash avoidance is everything and that strictly
adhering to safety and operational policies is essential to staying out of court
and/or reducing award sizes.
This theme was repeated throughout ATRI’s report. For example,17
Multiple interviewees prefaced remarks with variations of “the only way to prevent
nuclear verdicts is to prevent the crash from happening in the first place.”… Interviewees
generally concurred that the more safety activities motor carriers engaged in to prevent
crashes the lower the likelihood that a nuclear verdict would result. It was also commonly
noted that motor carriers typically do not allocate enough resources toward safety and
crash prevention [emphasis added].
Similar observations came from leading trucking journalist Deborah Lockridge, who published
an article following a large 2021 trucking verdict with similarly horrific facts,18 noting that the
way to avoid such verdicts is by “defusing” what she called “Nuclear-Verdict Detonators.”
That’s a gimmicky way of identifying preventable safety problems, calling on companies to
address safety issues “long before there’s a crash.” She writes about the 2021 verdict,19
[As to the driver], there was no background check, no verification of a [Commercial
Driver’s License] or prior violations, and the other driver … allegedly was not able to
read road signs and was apparently over hours of service. As one attorney put it, “These
are all vulnerabilities, systemic and individual, that companies need to identify and
rectify before the accidents. And nuclear verdicts rarely, if ever, occur absent such
correctable detonators.”
She also observed, “[T]he overwhelming amount of this verdict was reported to be for punitive
damages … ‘The purpose of those damages are to punish outrageous conduct that has occurred
and deter such in the future.’” And, she wrote, “Bad Actors Are Bad for Trucking.”
So are bad lawyers apparently. Parts of the ATRI and U.S. Chamber reports try to explain large
verdicts by insisting that jurors are manipulated by plaintiffs’ lawyers.20 These groups make
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jurors sound like blubbering idiots who don’t listen to evidence from both sides of a case but are
rather enchanted by bewitching plaintiffs’ lawyers, suggesting that judges are irresponsible for
allowing victims’ lawyers (never corporate or insurance lawyers) to flood jurors’ minds with
misleading information. Of course, this is ridiculous and untrue. The real explanation for large
verdicts isn’t plaintiffs’ lawyers. It’s rather the horrific nature and avoidable causes of these
crashes combined with the apparent incompetence of the companies’ own attorneys. In some
fairly embarrassing admissions to ATRI, defense lawyers confess that they’re just not very
good.21 According to a survey of both plaintiff and defense lawyers, “73.3 percent said that
plaintiff attorneys were doing better, 20.0 percent said both, 6.7 percent said neither, with no one
saying defense attorneys did better.”22 As the saying goes, perhaps they should clean up their
own house before pointing the finger at others.
Finally, while corporate and defense lawyers have long complained about jury verdicts when
they lose significant cases, the term “nuclear verdict” is a relatively new PR term. It began
appearing often in insurance industry publications in late 2019 along with the term “social
inflation,” an umbrella PR term to describe an amalgam of disconnected complaints that the
insurance industry and corporate lawyers have always had about juries, lawsuits and plaintiffs’
lawyers who win cases.23 Most complaints have little to do with trucking lawsuits.24
Frequent use of these terms began towards the end of 2019 as the insurance industry decided to
flip the nation into a “hard” insurance market, burdening businesses with premium hikes after
years of stable rates. According to the Wall Street Journal, they made this move for two main
reasons: “several years of large catastrophe [e.g., weather, wildfire] losses and continued low
interest rates, which have weighed on their investment returns.”25 Analysts said that the
industry’s “record levels of policyholder surplus” were “sufficient to absorb” such catastrophes
without raising rates.26 But one thing was clear — these unnecessary rate hikes were not caused
by anything to do with lawsuits or juries. Nonetheless, as they had at the start of prior hard
markets, insurance executives and consultants began focusing all of their blame on the legal
system.
Turns out, this focus has done a terrible disservice to trucking owners and drivers seeking rate
relief because the cause and solutions to their insurance problems lie squarely with the insurance
industry, not the legal system. As this report will show, the insurance industry has seen some
upward loss movement — i.e., claims — for a decade due to increasing numbers of truck
crashes, the growing “epidemic” of distracted driving and more drivers on the road.27 While
some gradual premium increases might be expected, the data show that the insurance industry
has been over-correcting through excessive reserving and unnecessary rate hikes for years.
Commercial auto liability policyholders are being price-gouged.
As ATRI put it, “Survey respondents generally agreed that nuclear verdicts are not common, and
do not directly cause motor carriers to go out of business.”28 However, “increasing insurance
costs” and price-gouging does.29 In other words, there are two critical problems facing the
trucking industry and “verdicts” is not one of them. One is the trucking industry’s failure to
prioritize safety, as is illustrated throughout this report. The second is the insurance industry’s
mismanaged underwriting practices. The solutions to that problem are better regulation,
oversight and transparency of the insurance industry.
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